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Thank you for your participation! Taking logarite on both sides, given the equation, $4 x1'28,$ equivalent to start aligning log4 x 1 log28.' end выравнивание Используя свойства logarithms, вышеупомянутое уравнение эквивалентно «началу» (x'1) »log4»log28 (слева)»(использование текста
»log_ba ххх»log_ba (справа) »dfrac» (x'1) 1'dfrac'log28'log4' х'1-1'dfrac'log28'log4'-1 решение заключается в том, $ x'approx1.404 .$ Вы можете помочь нам путем пересмотра, улучшения и обновления этого ответа. Обновление этого ответа После того, как вы утверждаете, ответ у вас будет
24 часов, чтобы отправить в проекте. Редактор рассмотрит представление и либо опубликует ваше представление, либо предоставит обратную связь. Следующий ответ Глава 11 - Вероятность и статистика - 11-4 Условная вероятность - Практика и упражнения по решению проблем -
Страница 702: 45 Предыдущий ответ Глава 11 - Вероятность и статистика - 11-4 Условная вероятность - Практика и упражнения по решению проблем - Страница 702: 43 Проблема 1: Проблема в математике дается трем студентам whose chances of solving it are 1/3, 1/4 and 1/5 (i) What
is the probability that the problem will be solved? How likely is one of them to solve the problem? Solution : Let A, B and C be events solving problems by each student respectively. P(A) - 1/3, P/B - 1/4 and P/C - 1/5 (i) What is the probability that the problem will be solved? P(Problem solved) = P(At least
one solving) = 1 - P(None solving the problem)= 1 - P(A' n B' n C')= 1 - P(A') ⋅ P(B') ⋅ P(C') P(A') = 1 - P(A)= 1-(1/3)P(A') = 2/3 P(B') = 1 - P(B)= 1-(1/4)P(B') = 3/4 P(C') = 1 - P(C)= 1-(1/5)P(C') = 4/5 = 1 - (2/3) (3/4) (4/5) = 1 - (2/5) = (5 - 2) / 5P(Problem solved) = 3/5(ii) What is the probability that exactly
one of them will solve itP(exactly one of them will solve it) = P(A' n B' n c) + P(A' n B n c') + P(A n B' n c') = P(A') P(B') P(C) + P(A') P(B) P(C') + P(A) P(B') P(C') = (2/3)(3/4)(1/5) + (2/3)(1/4)(4/5) + (1/3)(3/4)(4/5) = (6/60) + (8/60) + (12/60) = (6 + 8 + 12)/60 = 26/60P(exactly one of them will solve it) =
13/30Problem 2 :The probability that a car filled with gasoline also needs to change oil is 0.30; The probability that it needs a new oil filter is 0.40; and the probability of oil and filter change is 0.15. (i) If the oil had to be changed, what is the probability of a new oil filter being needed? (ii) If a new oil filter is
needed, what is the probability that the oil should be changed? Solution : Let the A and B event change the oil and the new oil filter accordingly. P(A) 0.30, P (B) 0.40, P (AnB) 0.15 (i) If oil had to change what is what does a new oil filter need? Here we have to find the probability that a new oil filter is



needed if the oil needs to be changed. Event B depends on A.P(B/A) - P(AnB)/P/A - 0.15 / 0.30 - 1/2P (B/A) - 0.5 (ii) If you need a new oil filter, what is the probability that the oil should be changed? Event A depends on B.P.A/B - P(AnB)/P/B - 0.15 / 0.40 3/8P (A/B) - .375 Apart from the things data above,
if you need any other things in math, please use our Google custom search here. If you have any feedback on our math content, please give us: v4formath@gmail.com We always appreciate your feedback. You can also visit the following web pages on various things in math. WORD PROBLEMSHCF
and LCM word problemsWord problems on simple equations Word problems on linear equations Word problems on square equationsAlgebra word problemsWords on trainsArea and perimeter word problems on direct variation and reverse variation word problems on the specific priceword problems Per
unit of Word betting problems on betting comparisonConvering of the usual units of word problem Conversion metric units word problemsWord problems on simple interestWord problems on complex interestWord problems on types of angles Additional and additional angles of the word problemDouble
facts of the word problemsTrigonometry word problemconsequenties problem Words Profit and The Problems of the Word Loss Markup and The Problems of the Word Marking Decimal Word ProblemsWord on factionsWord problems on mixed fractrionsOne problems of the word stepLine inequality Word
problemsRatio and the problems of the word proportionSVly and the problems of the word Works on sets and charts VennWord problems on agesPythagorean theorem of the word problemsCent from the number of words problemsWord problems at constant speedWord problems at the average speed
word problems on the sum of angles triangle 180 degreesOTHER TOPICS Profits and loss of shortcuts shortcutsTimes table labels , speed and distance shortcutsRatio and proportions of shortcutsDomain and a range of rational functionsDomen and a range of rational functions with holesGraphing
rational functionsGraphing rational functions With holesConverting repetitive decimal marks in the fractionDecemic representation of rational numbersThe find a square root using a long departmentL.C.M method to solve the problems of the word problem in algebraic expressionsRemainder, when 2
power 256 is divided into 17Remainder, when 17 power 23 is divided into 16Sum of all three-digit numbers, divided into 6Sum of all three-digit numbers, divided into 7Sum of all three-digit numbers, divided into 8Sum of all three-digit numbers formed by 1, 3, 4Sum of all three four-digit numbers formed
with non-zero numbersSum of all three four-digit numbers formed using 0, 1, 2, 3Sum of all three numbers formed using 1, 2, 5, 6 6 onlinemath4all.com SBI! Conditional Probability - Displaying the top 8 sheets found for this concept. Some of the sheets for this concept are Conditional Probability, Work 4
Conditional Probability, Probability of Coote Software, Conditional Probability Independence and Bayes theorem, Conditional Probability Independence, Probability Conditional and 2 Road Tables, Work 4 Conditional Probability Key Response, Probability and Conditional Probability. Found the sheet
you're looking for? To download/print, click on a pop-up icon or a print icon on a print or download sheet. The sheet will open in a new window. You can download or print using browser document readers. Problem 1 : A pair of bones is thrown together, and the sum of the points of the two bones is noted
to be 10. What is the probability that one of the two bones showed point 4? Problem 2 : In a group of 20 men and 15 women, 12 men and 8 women are service owners. What is the probability that a random person from the group is the owner of the services, given that the chosen person is a man?
Detailed answer Key Problem 1 : A pair of bones is thrown together and the sum of the points of the two bones is noted to be 10. What is the probability that one of the two bones showed point 4? Solution : Here, the condition Of the Sum of points from two bones is noted as 10 When a pair of bones are
thrown together, n (S) 36. Let A be an event of receiving the sum of points of 10. Then, A q (4, 6), (5, 5), (6, 4) n'A 3P(A) n'A/N/S 3/36 and 1/12Let B will be an event of getting 4 on one of the bones. Then, B q (1, 4), (2, 4), (3, 4), (4, 1), (4, 2), (4, 3), (4, 5), (4, 6), (5, 4), (6, 4) (4, 6), --------'gt; (6, 4)
18Protivity that one of the two bones showed point 4 with the condition the sum of two dice to be 10 isP (B/A) - P (AnB) / P (A)P/B/A) - (1/218) / / (1/12)P/A x (12/1)P/B/A - (1x12) / (18x1)P/A - 12/18P (B/A) - 2/3Proble 2 : In a group of 20 men and 15 women, 12 men and 8 women are service owners.
What is the probability that a random person from the group is the owner of the services, given that the chosen person is a man? Solution : Here, the condition Selected man is male From this information, n(S) No. 35. Let A be the event of the man's choice. Then, n(A) 20P(A) n(A) / n/s) 20/35 Let B be the
event of the choice of the service holder. Then, n (AnB) - 12P (AnB) - n (AnB) / n(S) - 12/35 (Because, there are 12 male service owners)The probability that the person chosen randomly from the group is a service holder, given that the chosen person is a male isp (B/A) - P(AnB) / P(A)P(B/A)  Issue
(12/35) x (35/20)P (B/A) - (12x35) / (35x20)P (B/A) 3/5 Apart from the things data above, if you need any other things in math, please use our Google custom search here. If you have any feedback on our math content, please give us: v4formath@gmail.com We always appreciate your feedback.  You can
also visit the following web pages on various things in math.  WORD PROBLEMSHCF and LCM word problemsWord problems on simple equations Word problems on linear equations Word problems on square equationsAlgebra word problemsWords on trainsArea and perimeter word problems on direct
variation and reverse variation word problems on the specific priceword problems Per unit of Word betting problems on betting comparisonConvering of the usual units of word problem Conversion metric units word problemsWord problems on simple interestWord problems on complex interestWord
problems on types of angles Additional and additional angles of the word problemDouble facts of the word problemsTrigonometry word problemconsequenties problem Words Profit and The Problems of the Word Loss Markup and The Problems of the Word Marking Decimal Word ProblemsWord on
factionsWord problems on mixed fractrionsOne problems of the word stepLine inequality Word problemsRatio and the problems of the word proportionSVly and the problems of the word Works on sets and charts VennWord problems on agesPythagorean theorem of the word problemsCent from the
number of words problemsWord problems at constant speedWord problems at the average speed word problems on the sum of angles triangle 180 degreesOTHER TOPICS Profits and loss of shortcuts shortcutsTimes table labels , speed and distance shortcutsRatio and proportions of shortcutsDomain
and a range of rational functionsDomen and a range of rational functions with holesGraphing rational functionsGraphing rational functions With holesConverting repetitive decimal marks in the fractionDecemic representation of rational numbersThe find a square root using a long departmentL.C.M method
to solve the problems of the word problem in algebraic expressionsRemainder, when 2 power 256 is divided into 17Remainder, when 17 power 23 is divided into 16Sum of all three-digit numbers, divided into 6Sum of all three-digit numbers, divided into 7Sum of all three-digit numbers, divided into 8Sum
of all three-digit numbers formed by 1, 3, 4Sum of all three-digit numbers, Educated with non-zero numbersSum of all three four-digit numbers formed using 0, 1, 2, 3Sum of all three four-digit numbers formed using 1, 2, 5, 6 author's onlinemath4all.com SBI! Sbi! safe gallery lock apk free download. safe
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